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UNUSUAL TRANSITIONS IN NUCLEI�A.Ya. DzyublikInstitute for Nulear Rearh, Kiev, Ukraine(Reeived November 2, 2000)The e�et of magneti �eld reversal on transmission of the Mössbauerradiation through a rystal as well as on the reation yield is analyzed. Theenhanement of oherent radiative hannel as well as suppression of ino-herent sattering and reations aused by the �eld reversal, are disussed.PACS numbers: 25.20.DWe shall onentrate on eletromagneti transitions ourring in nulei,whih are loated in an alternating magneti �eld. Suh situation, unusualfor the ordinary nulear spetrosopy, has been realized in many Mössbauerexperiments performed with ferromagneti absorbers subjet to radiofre-queny (RF) magneti �eld (see e.g. [1,2℄). Hundreds of suh experimentsdealt with soft ferromagnets, whose magnetization was easily governed byintensive RF �eld. This �eld auses periodial reversals of the magnetiza-tion, whih lead to periodial reversals of the magneti �eld at the nuleibetween two values +h0 and �h0. The orresponding step-wise-reversalsmodel has been built in [3-5℄. Here we shall brie�y disuss our theoretialworks [5-10℄, whih explained a number of suh experiments and preditednew e�ets as well.Let at the moment t = 0 the magneti �eld at the Mössbauer nuleusreverse from +h0 to �h0. Suh reversals repeat with period T :h(t) = h0f(t) = h0f(t+ T ) ; (1)where f(t) = � +1; �T2 < t < 0 ;�1; 0 < t < T2 : (2)Choosing the quantization axis � along h0, one an write down the in-teration operator of the nuleus with magneti �eld asV̂f (t) = � � Î� h0 f(t) ; (3)� Presented at the XXXV Zakopane Shool of Physis �Trends in Nulear Physis�,Zakopane, Poland, September 5�13, 2000.(675)



676 A.Ya. Dzyublikwhere Î is the spin operator (in units of ~) of the nuleus, � = g� �Nis the gyromagneti ratio of the nuleus whih is a produt of the nulearmagneton �N and g-fator g�; the subsript � = g for the ground nulearstate and � = e for the exited one.Then the Hamiltonian of the system (nuleus+rystal+quantized ele-tromagneti �eld) will be a periodial funtion of time, H(t) = H(t + T ).The orresponding time-dependent Shrödinger equation is easily solved,giving the sattered eletromagneti wave. In units i(2� ~!)1=2 it is writtenas:Es(r; t)joh = X�0=�1 1Xn=�1 f (n)oh(k; e�;k0n;e0�0)Nj e0�0 1r e�i!n(t�r=) ; (4)where k, e� and k0, e0� are the wave vetors and polarizations of inidentand sattered photons, E = ~! is the energy of inident photon,!0 = !n = ! � n
 = kn (5)are possible frequenies of sattered photons. The oherent Raman satter-ing amplitude of -quanta by the nuleus in the j-th site with absorption(n < 0) or emission (n > 0) of n quanta of alternating �eld with frequeny 
is given by [5℄f (n)oh(k; e�;k0; e0�0)Nj = �pj eWj(k)�Wj(k0)2Ig + 1 �2 XMg;MehejĵN�0 (k0)jgi�hejĵN� (k)jgi� 1Xm=�1 a�eg(m� n) aeg(m)E �E00 �m~
 + i�2 ; (6)where pj is the probability to �nd a resonant isotope in the j-th site,� is the width of the resonant level, e�W is the Lamb-Mössbauer fator,j� >= jI�;M�i is the nulear wave funtion,ĵN� (k) = Z dr eikre� ĵN (r) (7)is the Fourier transform of the nulear urrent density operator. Besides, weused the following Fourier oe�ients:aeg(n) = 1T T=2Z�T=2 dt e�int��eg jtj ; (8)



Unusual Transitions in Nulei 677where �eg = �gMg � eMe�h0~ : (9)Having derived a generalized optial theorem, we got the absorption rosssetion of -quanta by nulei. Besides, it was obtained the sattering rosssetion.Apart from the periodial reversals of the �eld we took into aount themagnetostritive vibrations, whih are generated in ferromagnets by the RF�eld. This allowed us to explain with good auray the experimental resultsof Pfei�er [1℄.Moreover, we onsidered [6℄ a situation, when an additional onstantmagneti �eld was superimposed along the RF one. Then asymmetri re-versals of the �eld at the nuleus arise, whih lead to splitting of the nulearquasi-energies. This splitting turned out to be the same as the Zeeman split-ting of sublevels in the onstant magneti �eld, being equal to the averagedover time alternating �eld hh(t)i. As a result, we explained the observa-tions of Kopewiz et al. [11℄ of the ollapsed line splitting and preditedthe splitting of satellites, observed in [8℄.Most interesting transient e�ets arise in the low-frequeny ase, as
 ! 0. Then just after the reversal the instantaneous absorption rosssetion begins to osillate [5℄. During some time intervals the ross setiontakes negative values, that orresponds to enhanement of the intensity ofradiation, transmitted through an absorber.This has been realized experimentally by Shvyd'ko et al. [12℄, who foundthat the �eld reversal ause a short �ash of the transmitted radiation, fol-lowed by the attenuating osillations. In this experiment a thik ferromag-neti absorber has been used, and the inident Mössbauer radiation wastuned to the isolated nulear transition Mg !Me.The eletromagneti wave sattered by the j-th nuleus, having initialspin projetion +Mg, into the �-th hannel (in units i(2� ~!)1=2) is nowgiven by [9,10℄Es(r; t)j�!�=X�0 e0�0f�� 1r�(1� �(t�)) e�i!0t�+ �(t�) e�i!0�0 t���t�=2~� ;(10)where � and � are initial and �nal states of the satter, t� = t� r= is theretarded time, !0�0 = E00~ � (gM 0g � eMe)h0~are the resonant frequenies of transitions �Me ! �M 0g in the �eld h0 ,�(x) = � 1 x > 0 ;0 x < 0 ; (11)



678 A.Ya. Dzyublikf�� is the sattering amplitude of -quanta by the Mössbauer isotope +Mgin the onstant �eld h0.The wave sattered by the nuleus being initially in the state �Mg will beEs(r; t)j��!�� =X�0 e0�0f��;�� 1r ne�i!0t� � e�i!0+0 t���t�=2~o �(t�) : (12)For the rystal of arbitrary thikness we had to take into aount multiplesattering of the waves suh as (10) and (12). Adding all waves, generatedinside the rystal, we derived the formula for the time-dependent intensityof the beam transmitted through the absorber, whih reprodued well theobservations of [12℄ .The instantaneous di�erential ross setion for sattering of -quanta bythe isotope 57Fe with Ig = 12 in an unpolarized target will be�(!; t) = 12 ��(+)(!; t) + �(�)(!; t)� ; (13)where �(�)(!; t) = 1 js(!; t)(�)r2 (14)are the ross setions at the nulei being initially in the states �Mg, and jsare the orresponding �ux densities. The inohorent sattering ross setionby the whole target is proportional to (13).It is useful to introdue the following notations:x = 2(E �E+0 )� ; � = �t�~ ; x0 = 2(E0 �E+0 )� ; E+0 = ~!+0 : (15)Averaging (14) over the energy distribution of inident -quantawe(E) � �2(E �E0)2 + (�2 )2 ; (16)one gets the experimentally measured ross setions [10℄��(+)(t) = ��(+) �(1� �(�)) + e���(�)	 ; (17)and��(�)(t) = ��(+) �1� �os�x0�2 �+� 2x0� sin�x0�2 �� e��� �(�) ; (18)where ��(+) is a standard ross setion of -quanta in the stationary ase.From (10), (12), (19) and (20) we an see that prior to the �eld reversal



Unusual Transitions in Nulei 679the sattering proeeds only at the nulei +Mg. After the reversal thesenulei ontinue to deay generating the exponentially attenuating wave on-entrated at the resonant energy !�0 , whih orresponds to de-exitationtransition Me !M 0g in the �eld �h0. On the ontrary, the �Mg nulei be-gin to absorb inident radiation only at t > 0. But their ontribution to theradiation yield grows gradually from zero value at t = 0 to ��(+) at t� �N .Aside of the exat resonane (x0 6= 0) the funtion ��(�)(�) osillates withthe period Æ� = 4�=jx0j. In the ase of exat resonane (x0 = 0) this rosssetion beomes a monotonially growing funtion of the time:��(�)(t) = ��(+) �1� (1 + �)e��	 �(�) : (19)In an unpolarized target with isotopes 57Fe the averaged ross setion forexat resonane is ��(t) = ��(0)�1� �e���(�)	 ; (20)where ��(0) = ��(+)=2 is the value of ��(t) prior to the reversal.The funtion (20) in the interval 0 � � < 1 is a sum of monoton-ially de- reasing (��(+)(t)) and inreasing (��(�)(t)) funtions. Thereforeit looks like a well with a minimum at the point � = 1, where it equals0:67 ��(0). This means a suppression of the inoherent proess during thetime � �N . The same e�et holds for reations [9℄. Perhaps, these e�etswill failitate onstrution of the -ray lasers.REFERENCES[1℄ L. Pfei�er, Mössbauer E�et Methodology, vol.7, Ed. I.J. Gruverman, PlenumPress, New York 1972, p. 263.[2℄ M. Kopewiz, Strut. Chem. 2, 313 (1991).[3℄ Yu.V. Baldokhin, S.A. Borshh, S.M. Klinger, V.A. Povitsky, JETP 36, 374(1972).[4℄ S.R. Julian, J.M. Daniels, Phys. Rev. B38, 4394 (1988).[5℄ A.Ya. Dzyublik, Phys. Status Solidi B194, 699 (1996).[6℄ A.Ya. Dzyublik, V.Yu. Spivak, JETP 84, 794 (1997).[7℄ A.Ya. Dzyublik, V.Yu. Spivak, Phys. Status Solidi B209, 127 (1998).[8℄ A.Ya. Dzyublik, V.Yu. Spivak, R.A. Manapov, F.G. Vagizov, JETP Lett. 67,61 (1998).[9℄ A.Ya. Dzyublik, J. Phys. (London). Condens. Matter 11, 3915 (1999).[10℄ A.Ya. Dzyublik, JETP Lett. 70, 569 (1999).[11℄ M. Kopewiz, H.G. Wagner, U.J. Gonser, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 51, 225(1985).[12℄ Yu.V. Shvyd'ko, S.L. Popov, G.V. Smirnov, J. Phys. (London). Condens.Matter 5, 1557 (1993).


